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Where is Landsberg am Lech?

Landsberg is a city 
in Germany.

In Germany there are 
many federal states.

1 federal state is Bavaria.

In Bavaria there is the 
district Landsberg am Lech.

Many villages belong to the district.

The district also includes the 
city of Landsberg am Lech.





Wildlife & nature

The landscape here is very beautiful.

With many forests and fields.

There is a big river.

Its name is Lech.

And there is a very large lake.

The Ammer Lake.

Nearby are the Alps.

They are the highest mountains in Europe.





Ammer Lake 

Ammer Lake is a very large lake.

You can do many things there:

• swimming and sailing

•  excursions with ships

•  cycling around the lake

Diessen

The town of Diessen is by the Ammer Lake.

Many artists live here.

There is a beautiful church.

It is called Marien-Münster.

The church is big and very old.





Kaltenberg

There is a castle in Kaltenberg.

The Prince of Bavaria lives here.

In summer there is a big knight tournament.

In winter there is a  
nice Christmas market.

Pestenacker

Pestenacker is a very old village. 
People lived there long time ago.

Parts of old houses were  
found here. 

Some  were rebuilt.

Now everyone can see 
how people lived in the past.





City of Landsberg

Main square

There are many colourful houses.

And shops.

The old town hall is very beautiful.

In the center is a big fountain.

Lech Weir

The river Lech flows through the town.

There is a dam.

This is the Lech weir.

The water from the Lech is dammed up.

It looks like a big water-fall.





City of Landsberg

Churches

In the city of Landsberg 
there are many beautiful churches.

Most of them are very old.

The churches are colourful inside.

And there are pictures 
and statues.

Bayertor

In Landsberg there are many  
towers and gates.

Many of them are very old.

The Bayertor is one of the most beautiful gates 
in Landsberg.





City of Landsberg

Wildlife park

It is beautiful by the river Lech.

There is a long walking path.

It leeds through a wildlife park.

There are many animals.

For example:

• Wild boars

• deer

There are many things to do.

• cycling

• hiking

• walking along the bare-foot-path

• playing at the water play-ground





Cycling and hiking

In Landsberg and surrounding 
there are many great  
hiking and cycling paths.

The hiking paths along the river Lech  
are very beautiful.

The Ammer Lake is also very popular. 
For hiking and cycling.

Around the lake it is 
very beautiful.

And all the routes are flat.

There are no hills.



Accessible
City tours

There are city tours for everyone.

Also for people with disabilities.

Just ask at the Tourist Information.

We look forward to seeing you!
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